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Managers Memo 
By:  Sean P Harley 
 
As 2005 draws to a close and I examine the results for Stewart Title in Ohio for this year, the overriding 
issue is our claim losses.  The number of claims requiring a payment for losses and attorney fees has not 
increased dramatically, but the dollar amount spent on each such claim is up sharply.  In discussing this 
disturbing trend with my colleagues, it has been suggested that the impetus for this increase comes from a 
couple of factors.  First, a surprisingly large number of claims with losses paid are the result of second 
mortgages or equity lines being paid to a zero balance at closings, but not closed and requested to be 
released.  The secondary factor in the increase in the amount of loss per claim is the increasing amount of 
these second mortgages and equity lines.  When lenders introduced these loans, the dollar amount were 
usually five to ten thousand dollars.  Today it is not uncommon for the amounts to be fifty to one hundred 
thousand dollars.  And nearly every homeowner has a second mortgage securing an equity line today.  
 
As a result, if the mortgage balance is paid to zero but never closed and released, the borrower runs the line 
back up to the maximum and the claim becomes very costly and hard to challenge legally.  Stewart’s claim 
personnel have observed this pattern over and over again, even by sellers who no longer own the residence 
securing the second mortgage. 
 
Now that the trend is identified, a plan is needed to reverse this experience and stop the losses.  I have 
attached to this article a form to request the closure and release of an equity line being paid to zero as part 
of the closing on a sale or refinance.  You should use this form or an equivalent form provided by the 
lender for every second mortgage pay off, regardless if you believe the second mortgage secures an equity 
line or a closed end, term loan. 
 
If a refinancing borrower wishes to keep their equity line open when you close a new first mortgage for 
them, you must secure a subordination from the second mortgage lender and record it.  Assuming you can 
secure a subordination after the closing is not an acceptable practice. 
 
With Ohio suffering the highest foreclosure rate in the nation, a portion of your customers will default and 
the title to their real property will be subject to a search for judicial purposes.  That situation puts the 
spotlight on the priority of liens against the borrowers’ real property and will create the potential for more 
claims.  Without the requested release of the satisfied equity line, the trend of increasingly, more expensive 
claim losses will continue.  A simple solution is available and needs to be adopted in all agent’s offices. 
 

 
Title Views 
By:  William J. Zabkar 
 
Each title insurance agent or title insurance company is required to establish and maintain an interest 
bearing account for the deposit of all non-directed escrow funds, pursuant to §3953.231 O.R.C. This 
account shall be identified as an “interest on trust account” (IOTA), and shall be established and maintained 
in any federally insured bank, savings and loan association, credit union or savings bank authorized to 
transact business in this state.  Only those funds meeting the requirements of §1349.20 to §1349.22 
inclusive of the Revised Code (Good Funds) are required to be deposited in this account.  §1349.20 through 
1349.22 O.R.C. pertain only to residential real property which means any real property improved or to be 
improved with a one-to-four family dwelling.  Therefore, only funds pertaining to a residential real 



property transaction need to be deposited into the IOTA account..  The rate of interest payable on this 
account shall be the same as the financial institution pays its regular depositors.  All interest, not of service 
charges and other related charges, shall be transmitted to the treasurer of the state for deposit in the legal 
aid fund established pursuant to §120.52 O.R.C.  
 
Since the effective date of this statute January 1, 1996, the title industry has interpreted the statute to mean 
directed funds did not need to be deposited in the IOTA account.  Many title agents and title companies 
used various agreements with the appropriate party or parties to the transaction which directed the title 
agent or title company to deposit the funds from that particular transaction into an escrow account whereby 
the title agent or title company earned the interest on the money deposited to help defray costs and 
expenses of the title agent or title company.  
  
The Ohio Department of Insurance has distributed a Bulletin entitled “Guidelines Governing Title 
Insurance Agents and Interest on Trust Accounts”, dated November 1, 2005.  That Bulletin, based upon the 
DOI’s interpretation of the IOTA statute, states “title insurance agents and companies may not cause, or 
request, parties to a real property transaction to direct funds typically considered “non-directed escrow 
funds”, be deposited in an account for the benefit of the title insurance agent or company or that interest 
earned on the account to pay for expenses incurred not related to the account”. 
 
The Bulletin also defines what “service charges and other related charges” shall encompass.  For purposes 
of the statute, “service charges and other related charges” include the maintenance, deposit and withdrawal 
fees applied on accounts, and wire transfer fees.  “Service charges and other related charges “do not include 
check printing or sorting charges, stop payment orders, NSF charges, or charges for copies of checks if the 
actual checks are not returned.  When multiple IOTA accounts exist at a financial institution for the 
purpose of safety and fraud prevention in conjunction with wire transfers and electronic funds transfer 
transactions, the service charges and other related charges on all IOTA accounts may be aggregated and 
then deducted before interest is remitted.  Neither a title insurance agent or company may charge or seek 
reimbursement from anyone, including the consumer, with respect to such “service charges or other related 
charges”.   
 
In addition, the Bulletin reemphasizes the fact that every title agent and company must have an IOTA 
account and must register their IOTA account information with the Superintendent.     
 
Finally, a title insurance agent who is also an attorney must maintain a separate IOTA account.  IOTA 
accounts and “interest on lawyer’s trust accounts”, also known as IOLTA accounts, must be separate 
accounts. 
  
A copy of the DOI Bulletin is attached for your review. 

 

UPCOMING STEWART FUNCTIONS:  Spring Roundtables Dates TBD 2006 
 

 
Odds and Ends 
By: George Naumoff 
 
I wish to extend to all of you my wishes for a Happy Holiday and a healthy and prosperous New Year!  My 
first six months with Stewart Title have gone extremely fast and it has been a pleasure to meet with so 
many wonderful people.  I hope to get out and visit even more of you in the months to come.   
 
As the end of the year is fast approaching, we need to wind up the year 2005, which means reporting your 
policies and remitting any premiums.  It is easy to overlook these items at this time of the year as we are 
pressured to get things closed before the end of the year and we stand in line to purchase that last minute 
gift.  However, policy reporting and premiums are what drive our business.  Prompt reporting and remitting 



also alleviate future audit and accounting problems.  We struggle all too often with aging, lost or destroyed 
policy inventory issues, and with accounting errors and inconsistencies due to changes in premium rates 
and premium splits.  This does not only pose a problem for us, as the underwriter, but to you, the agent, as 
well.  It does not benefit anyone to have a staff member reviewing old policies and remittances or looking 
for outstanding policy jackets.   The temptation is to let the policies sit until they can be proofed by two or 
three people.  The liability for that policy is created at the time of closing, and as a matter of experience 
there has been no great claim that has arisen by reason of a typo in the policy.  Spend that additional time 
when preparing the commitment and closing statement instead.  Issue and report your policies as soon as 
practicable after the closing, and premiums should be reported on a monthly basis.   
 
Also please make sure that each of you has complied with the Ohio Department of Insurance’s last two 
gentle reminders.  First make sure all licensed agents have signed on the ODI’s website and registered their 
IOTA account.  Secondly, please make sure that you have read and are complying with the ODI’s decree 
regarding “directed funds.”  The Department did not like us taking advantage of “directed funds” language 
in the statute  by having borrowers and sellers directing us to place the funds into a interest bearing account 
in which the interest was payable to the agent or underwriter.  The ODI has said in no uncertain terms that 
unless the interest earned is being credited to the party directing the deposit, all funds should be deposited 
in and disbursed through your IOTA account.  
 
If you need any assistance with these or any other issues, please contact your agency manager or the state 
office. 
 
Hope to see you soon! 
 

 
Claims Corner 
By: Frank Long 
 
A WOLF IN SHEEP’S CLOTHING 
 
The frequency of claims has been increasing in Ohio for several years, and all indications are that the 
numbers will continue to rise.  This is not just a Stewart Title Guaranty problem, but is one shared by all 
underwriters doing business in the state.  The rise in the number of claims should not be misinterpreted as 
an increased incidence of mistakes and bungled transactions.  Rather, it is primarily the by-product of the 
increase in business that we have all enjoyed due to a healthy market and low interest rates.  So in actuality, 
not much has changed.  But we must accept the bad with the good, and an increase in business and market 
share naturally leads to an increase in the number of claims.  One thing that has changed, however, is the 
size of many of the reserved claims.  
 
A review of reserved claims over the last two years reveals an alarming increase in both the number and 
size of reserves resulting from equity lines-of-credit that are not cancelled when agents conduct closings.  
The increase in claims from equity lines closely parallels the trends in the lending market.  Lenders have 
been aggressively marketing credit lines to consumers, and we have all seen the commercials promising to 
“lower your bills” and get cash for that much needed vacation.  The sums of money that many lenders are 
willing to extend to their credit-line customers sometimes defies logic, and increasingly we are seeing 
credit lines in amounts that rival what was once considered  a purchase money mortgage.  And again, title 
companies and their underwriters have profited from the closings.   
 
Each claim that is received is initially categorized as an “inquiry” and is investigated to determine whether 
or not the claim has merit, and if so, whether or not it is a covered matter pursuant to the policy.  If the 
claim is determined to be a covered matter, it is then categorized as “reserved.”  An estimate of the 
probable value of the anticipated loss is determined and that sum of money is set aside, or reserved, 
pending actual determination of loss.  All reserved claims are further evaluated for possible mitigating 
circumstances which can help minimize the loss.  The reserved claim that is most problematic, if not 



impossible, to mitigate is the revolving line-of-credit that was paid down at closing, but not closed out.  
These claims lead to our most certain and significant losses, with the end result being a bill to the closing 
agent for recovery of the damages.  It is the big bad wolf of title claims. 
 
Before we focus on how to avoid being trapped, it is important to understand how the loss is first created.  
The typical claim scenario is as follows:  Joe D. Borrower possesses a revolving credit line with a 
$50,000.00 credit limit, and decides to refinance his home.  His closing is handled by Agent, who dutifully 
sees that all of Joe’s loans are paid down to a zero balance at the closing, including the credit line.  As a 
product of this closing, Agent issues a loan policy to the new lender which insures new lender’s lien is the 
first and best lien against the subject premises.  However, although Joe’s prior equity line was paid down, it 
was not cancelled, and equity line lender never releases its mortgage from the public records.  Hard times 
soon befall Joe, and in a desperate search for cash he starts drawing on his old equity line, which he always 
thought worked like a credit card.  He essentially is robbing Peter to pay Paul, and eventually his credit line 
is maxed out.  Joe, who is incapable of maintaining payments on the two active home loans he now has, 
soon defaults and a foreclosure is commenced.  Now our insured lender discovers its lien is junior to Joe’s 
prior unreleased lien, and tenders a claim under the policy.  After the foreclosure is concluded, we pay the 
difference between what our insured lender actually received, and what it would have received but for the 
superior lien.  Since Joe had reached his credit ceiling of $50,000.00, that is what our loss will likely be. 
 
So how do we prevent this from happening?  The best solution is quite simple.  As a closing agent, you 
must assume that every second or subsequent mortgage you pay off at closing is a line-of-credit and act 
accordingly.  That includes having the seller/borrower sign documents that state he/she has not received 
any further advances on the credit line beyond the balance being paid off, and further instructing the lender 
to cancel the credit line and release its mortgage against the subject premises.  This should be done whether 
or not you actually know the loan is a credit line, and even if told it is not.  Further, make sure these are 
shipped to the lender, and carefully document your file so that you are always in a position to prove these 
documents were received by the lender.  All of this becomes important because credit lines frequently come 
disguised as conventional loans, and there is nothing in the issuing lender’s documentation or 
correspondence which reveals its true identity.  The perfect sheep costume. 
 
It must be realized and accepted that the burden is on the closer to determine whether or not a particular 
loan is a credit line.  Fairly or not, the lender has no duty to instruct the closing agent otherwise.  Those 
lenders that do provide this information, along with appropriate cancellation forms, appear to be an 
increasing minority.  All this admittedly adds additional work and paper to an already overburdened closing 
process/package, but it is really the only practical way to assure you won’t be thrust into a claims situation 
that could prove very costly.  By following this procedure you can be assured that you will not be billed in 
the event we do receive a claim.  The extra diligence paid up front by taking a pro-active stance is a small 
price to pay compared to the loss suffered at the hand of the big bad wolf. 
 

 
 

We here at Stewart Title wish you all a Happy Holiday Season and a 
Prosperous New Year. 


